What Is it all about?

An invitational meet where NROTC schools from across The United States attend and compete in multiple events, inspiring camaraderie, building leadership, and strengthening future Naval and Marine Corps officers.
“The Colorado Meet OIC oversees the overall planning and execution of the event. The OIC is responsible for delegating event OIC billets to personnel and ensuring they have the tools they need to plan an effective event as well as uphold their responsibilities of proper planning, communication, and correspondence for their events. In addition to internal planning, the Colorado Meet OIC also ensures all competing teams have the necessary information and tools to maintain a fair and successful evolution.

As Colorado Meet OIC my top priority was to ensure the event OICs and personnel had ample opportunities to be creative with planning their events. But in order to ensure a fair and successful Colorado Meet, the Meet AOIC Midshipman Lee and myself made sure all Warning Orders, Letters of Instruction, and Summaries of Changes were written and communicated properly.”

Events:

The Endurance Race:

Teams will work through a series of evolutions, starting with a pool workout, a land-based calisthenics workout, and then transition to a final ruck evolution throughout Chautauqua Park in the city of Boulder.
Drill (Squad, Platoon, and Color Guard):

Teams executed moves per the drill card and graded by the AMOI. The competition provided an environment for a healthy and challenging competition, as well as strengthening camaraderie between competitors and all working personnel.

Knowledge Competition:

In order to challenge midshipmen on their mental and professional military bearing as well as develop professionalism and knowledge skillsets. Each squad faced a variety of intellectual challenges that will require a coordinated unit effort in order accomplish.

Shooting Competition:

The competition consisted of rifle and pistol courses of fire, which are determined by the National Rifle Association's Competitions Rulebook. Teams tested their military shooting skills in a competitive environment and fostered camaraderie between competitors.
Schools in Attendance:

University of Nebraska-Lincoln NROTC
University of Minnesota NROTC
Ohio State University NROTC
University of Oklahoma NROTC
University of Texas NROTC
University of New Mexico NROTC
University of Kansas NROTC
Houston Consortium
Purdue NROTC
Iowa State University NROTC
University of California Berkeley NROTC
University of Maryland NROTC
University of Colorado Boulder AROTC
University of Colorado Boulder NROTC

Results:

**Rifle:**
1st - Nebraska
2nd – New Mexico
3rd – Oklahoma

**Pistol:**
1st - Kansas
2nd - Oklahoma
3rd – Purdue

**Endurance Race:**
1st – Colorado
2nd - Berkeley
3rd – Ohio State

**Knowledge:**
1st - Berkeley
2nd - Purdue
3rd – Minnesota

**Color Guard:**
1st - Kansas
2nd - Houston
3rd – Purdue

**Platoon Drill:**
1st – Colorado
2nd - Kansas
3rd – Oklahoma

**Squad Drill:**
1st - Colorado
2nd - Minnesota
3rd - Purdue
Overall:

1st Place
University of Colorado

2nd Place
UC Berkley

3rd Place
University of Kansas
Thank you to everyone who participated and made the meet better overall! Hope to see all the schools and more next year!